What is School of Choice?
All of Conejo Valley Unified Schools are considered Schools of Choice. As long as a school is not filled to its capacity with existing students and incoming neighborhood students, students living outside the neighborhood boundaries of a school may apply to enroll in that school. Schools may accept students via School Choice until they are filled to capacity. If there are more applications than available spots for interested students, the District will conduct a random lottery to select the number of students they are able to accept.

Who can apply for School of Choice?
Any school-age child living in the boundaries of CVUSD may apply for School Choice.
*Please note: You do not need to submit a School Choice Application if you are planning to attend your neighborhood school

SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION DATES
2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

**NOVEMBER 1, 2019**
SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
Applications are to be completed ONLINE at:
www.conejousd.org/SchoolChoiceApplication

**JANUARY 31, 2020**
SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATIONS FOR LOTTERY ELIGIBILITY ARE DUE
*Applications received after January 31, 2020 at 5pm will not be eligible for the lottery process, and will be processed on a case by case basis (at schools where there is a wait list, they will be placed on the bottom of the wait list in the order they are received)*

**NO LATER THAN MARCH 16, 2020**
DECISION LETTERS E-MAILED TO ELEM. SCHOOL ON-TIME APPLICANTS

**FIRST DAY OF 2020-2021 SCHOOL YEAR**
LAST DAY TO APPLY VIA SCHOOL CHOICE TO A CVUSD ELEM. SCHOOL
*EXCEPT OPEN CLASSROOM LEADERSHIP MAGNET & TRANSITIONAL KINDERGARTEN - TK*

**SEPTEMBER 30, 2020**
SCHOOL CHOICE WAIT LIST IS CANCELED
NO SCHOOL CHOICE TRANSFERS ARE MADE AFTER THIS DATE

**DECEMBER 31, 2020**
LAST DAY TO APPLY LATE FOR OPEN CLASSROOM LEADERSHIP MAGNET

**MAY 7, 2021**
LAST DAY TO APPLY FOR TRANSITIONAL KINDERGARTEN (TK)

Additional enrollment information can be found at: www.enrollCVUSD.com
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